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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CAJ~IFORNIA 

COMMISSION ADVISORY AND COHPLI~CE DIVISION 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BRANCH 

RESOLUTION- T-15728 
APRIL 05, 1995 

RR§QLUTIQN 

RESOLUTION T-15728. GTE CALIFORNIA INCORPORATED, 
DISCOUNT PRICING TARIFF FOR CENTRANET SERVICE AND A 
SERVICEWIDE PRICE FLOoR FOR CENTRANET SERVICE. 

BY ADVICE LETTER NO. 5757, FILED JANUARY 18, 1~95 AND 
SUPPLEMENTED BY ADVICE LETTER NO. 5757A, FILED FEBRUARY 
13, 1995. 

SUMMARY 
1·:~·· 

This Resolution grants GTE California Inc,'s (GTEC) request to 
offer Discount ,pricing plans (DPP) for term CentraNet service, 
CentraNet Calling Solutions and CentraNet Feature Packages. 
This resolution establishes a uniform CentraUet price floor for 
GTEC. 

Th~ estimated impact of this-resolution is a $5.75 million 
dollar revenue decrease. 

Protests to GTEC's Advice Letter No. (AL) 5157 and 5757A were 
filed by AT&T Communications of California (AT&T) and the _ 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA). 

BACKGROuND 

In our Decision (D.)88-09-059 we first granted the LOcal -
Exchange Carriers (LECs) authority to exercise rate flexibility 
for a limited number of services that were given downward 
pricing authority. In 0.94-09-065, we summarized the procedure 
for establishing and modifying pr~ce floors and in so doing 
superceded some components of D.88-09-059. 

0.94-09-065 also authorized the LECs to establish new price 
floors in conjunction with a request for pricing flexibility as 
long as the advice letter filing req~esting a new price floor 
included cost support for its price floor(s). 

O~ January 18, 1995; GTEC fiiedAI, 5151 requesting authority-to 
modify its November 15, 1994 IRD compliance filing price floor 
for CentraNet service. AL 5757 alsQ requeste4 authority to 
establish a discounted CentraNet Service tariff for term 
CentraNet customers. Under GTEC's prOpOsed offering, CentraNe\ 
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customers are given the option of term,discounted Centl.'aNet 
Service, CentraNet Feature package discounts and 25\ discounts 
for GTE Long Distance Service for customers subscribing to term 
Centranet Service. 

NOTICE 

GTEC states that a copy of the Advice Letter was mailed to 
interested utilities and/or par~iesindicated in GT~C's letter 
to the Public Utilities Commiss10n dated June 5, 1985. Notice 
of this Advice Letter appeared on the Commission's daily 
calendar of January 20, 1995. 

PROTESTS 

Protests were filed by AT&T and DRA. AT&T filed its protest on 
February 7, 1995. DRA filed a late protest on.March 3, 1995. 
GTEC reSpOnded to AT&T's protest 6n February 28, 1995 and to 
ORA's protest on March 15, 1995. 

AT&T and oRA prote$ted GTEC's AL 5757 and 5751A for the 
following reasons i"'~' 

. 0 AT&T protested GTEC's propOsed offering of discounted 
GTEC Long Distance Service for Ce~traNet tenm customers 
because AT&T believes that this offering would 
discriminate against similarly situated PBX customers • 

. 0 AT&T protested GTEC's-prop<>sal to establish new price 
floors and discounted term-pricing.to CentraNet but not 
PBX customers because AT&T believes this practice would 

also discriminate against PBX customers. 

o AT&:T and ORA protested GTEC's costs associated with 
USOA Account 2423.10. The protestants argue that the 
reported costs are not consistent with similar lengths of 
cable reported in GTEC's cost study for PBX. . 

o GTEC has not explained its decision to change its 
-Design capacity Utilization Factor.- The protestants 
maintain that GTEC's new utilization factor understates 
GTEC's CentraNet LRIC. 

o AT&T and DRA disagree with. GTEC's use of a revised DID 
station to trunk ratio. The protestants believe that GTEC's 
revised station to trunk ratio understates the calculations 
supporting GTEC's CentraNet price floor. 

o ORA believes the weighted average cost for CentraNet 
circuit termination is understated by a significant, 
amount. 

o AT&T belieVes GTEC's cost analysis is flawed 'due to 
numerous computational errors. 
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Because much of the information supporting AL 5157 is 
proprietary in nature and proteoted under G.O. 66-C, we believe 
it is appropriate to limit our discussion to the conceptual 
basis for the parties' concerns and GTEC's underlying 
methodology. 

I. Discounted Toll Service For Term CentraNet Customers 

AT&T believes that GTEC's offering of Discounted Toll Service 
for term CentraNet customers is discriminatory' AT&T argues 
that Dt91-01-018 precludes GTEC and the LEes n general from 
providing discounted pri?ing plans for Centr~Net customers. 
AT&T cites ordering paragraphs 2 and 3 of 0.91-01-018 which 
statel 

2tFOr customers who prefer to purchase their own PBX, 
pacific and the other california LEes shall offer 

equivalent trunk capability under contrAct rAtes and 
te~~s similar to those set forth in the example offerings 
contained in Appendix B to this order. 

3.Ins6far as this interim order permits pacific and 6ther 
california~{LECs) to disoriminate to the extent that the 
Centrex contract terms allowed under this order are less 
than equivalen.t tariff rates, such limited discrimination 
shall be deemed reasonable, provided that any similarly 
situated custom~r who 50 requests will be offered 

equivalent contract terms to those in Appendix B for 
similar services and features provided by trunks 

through a customer-owned PBX. 

It should be noted that Appendix B summarized a calculation that 
would facilitate equivalent estimation of contract line rates 
for PBX and CentraNet. 

GTEC's response to AT&T's protest stated that AT&T's assertions 
were without merit and cited page 192 of 0.94-09-065 
which statesa 

Thus, there are alternatives, including the LECs' business 
basic exchange service with added custom calling features, 
to Centrex/CentrANet services and PBXs. The decision to 
purchase Centrex/CentraNet services or a PBX trunk and 
equipmen.t is a discretionary onet Centrex and CentraNet 
access lines and the LEC's provision o£ PBX trunks are 
therefore classified as category II services. 

We do not find it reasonable to expect GTEC to offer like 
discounts for PBX customers in view of the discretionary nature 
of the two services and the ability of PBX customers. to opt lor 
an alternative toll plan or for that matter an alternative toll 
service provider. AT&T'S protest is denied. 
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II • GTEC'a proposal to Offer New Price Floors a~d Term Pricing 
Also Discriminates Against Similarly Situated PBX 
Customers. 

AT&T believes GTEC's proposal to offer discounted term CentraNet 
rates to CentraNet customers violates Public Utilities (PU) Code 
Section 453. Additionallr' AT&T also argues that prior to the 
IRO decision, the Commiss on developed a strict set of standards 
to protect PBX customers from discriminatory LEC contracting 
practices. 

Once again GTEC offers that it believes it is extending a . 
discount prioing tariff to customers in a diso~etionary service. 
Though we agree with AT&T's characterization of D.91-01-0~8, we 
do not agree that PU Code 453 precludes GTEC or the LEes from 
offering term discounts to CentraNet customers while excluding 
PBX customars. If it Were not for the discretionary nature of 
PBX and Centra~et Services we ~ould find AT&T's concerns wholly 
reasonable. However, because PBX customers are free to 
negotiate terrr.s and rates under our contracting procedures, we 
do not find merit in AT&T's protest. 

·111. AT&T and ORA protest the Costs Associated with USOA Account 
2423.10 ~~~ . ..i . 

Both DRA and AT&T dlsaqree with the methodology employed by GTEC 
to reflect the investment costs associated with USOA ACCOUnt 
2423.10 (Buried Underground Cable). The protestants call 
attention to GTEC's practice of factoring CentraNet line 
utilization and dedication in order to capture the pOrtion of 
all buried cable dedicated to CentraNet customers. 

GTEC argues that this allocation is necessary in order to 
preclude overstating the investment costs associated with 
centraNet. 

We do not expect that 100\ of the costs associated with buried 
underground cable should be allocated to CentraNe·t customers. 
At best we expect that only a portion of costs associated with 
USOA AccoUnt 2423.10 should be experienced by CentraNet ' 
customers because underground cable does not serve CentraNet 
customer.s exclusivelY. Therefore, we would not expect CentraNet. 
customers to bear 100% of the incremental costs associated with 
buried cable. 

We believe GTEC's allocation methodology to be reasonable. 

IV. GTEC's Use of a Revised Design Capacity (DC) Utilization 
Factor Misrepresents GTHC's CentraNet. Price Floor. . 

The protestants point out that GTEC applies a DC utilization 
factor that is higher than GTEC's IRD compliance filing 
utilization factor • 
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ORA believes that GTEC should be required to adhere to its IRO 
complianco filing DC utilization factor until it can demonstrate 
tho reasonableness of its new factor. 

GTEC argues that its switch utilization currently runs at a 
higher lovel than during the IRD and subsequent cot(tpliance 
filing. However, GTEC has not been able to demonstrate that 
this actually is the case other than to state that the industry 
standard is now approximately 90\. 

We are genuinely concerned that GTEC has not adequately 
demonstrated that its network indeed does function at the level 
of utilization it states. RespOnses to data requests have done 
little to alleviate our concerns. 

ORA and AT&T'S protests are reasonable and should be granted. 

V. GTEC's Revised DID Station to Trunk Ratio 

GTEC's IRD testimony mirrored Pacific Bell's use of a Direct 
Inward Dialing Service (DID) station to trunk ratio of 511. 
GTEC's AL 5757 cost analysis included an updated DID station to 
tr"nk ratio of 10al. 

Both ORA and AT&T-~pr6tested the use of a 10 t 1 DID station to 
trunk ratio because they believe the revised figure is without 
merit. ORA also argues that GTEC should be compelled to adhere 
to its IRD testimony rather than allowed to use a revised 
figure. Again we find this issue to be a matter of 
computational reasonableness. We do not believe that the IRD 
decision precludes the LECs from updating their cost analysis 
assump~ions once they have met their burden under the November 
15, 1994 compliance filing. -GTEC has demonstrated through data 
requests and responses to CACD that its station to trunk ratio 
is reasonable. 

Finally, a station to trunk ratio of 10al does not break new 
ground but rather is consistent with the rate design methodology 
employed in 0.91-01-019 (Appendix S). 

VI. The Weighted Average Cost for PBX Circuit Termination is 
Misstated by a Significant Amount. . 

ORA believes GTEC's monthly CentraNet termination cost is 
understated by a significant amount. DRA compared GTEC's 
reported costs for monthly circuit termination in the IRD 
compliance filing, several customer specific contracts and AL 
5838. From this comparison ORA determined that the monthly 
circuit termination cost for customer-specific contracts was 
approximately 200%.higher than in AL 5157. 

DRA believes that an average monthly circuit termination cost 
for the customer specific contracts ORA analyzed should be 
applied to AL 5757. ORA argues that it would appear internally 
inconsistent for customer specific contracts to have higher . 
circuit termination costs than similar costs for the servicewide 
profile. 
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GTEC ar9uesthat its LRIC analysis is cortect because its 
analrsis allocates switch costs associated with customer 
speo fio C01\tracts to the speoific customer., conversely' GTEC 
allocates a portio~ of the central office line terminat on cost 
to CentraNet for a servicewide cost study. 

We find GTECis methodology to be reasonable; however we would 
expect that GTECWQuld also take into consideration servicewide 
unit costs in developing customer speoific LRICs as discussed on 
page 229 of D.94-09-065. . . 

VII. computational Errors. 

AT&T points out computatiorial error as an issue that must be 
rectified. We agree. Therefore, GTEC should sU'pplement its 
workpapers in oider to demonstrate outstanding computational 
errors have beencorreoted. 

FINDINGS 

1. GTEC'!( At. , Nt? .. '5757 fiied: ~anuary 18, 1995 and amended on
February 10, '1995 proposes a_$5.75 million dollar reVenue 
decreaseassociat~d with GTEC's,request for a term discount 
CentraNet tariff and revised price floor. 

,-

2. AT&T prote-fitt34 GTEC'spropose'd CentraNet tariff dUe to 
what AT&~ believes ispr6hibited uJ)der c6ntractingguidelines 
established in D.91~Ol-018. AT&T requ~sts that' 

o GTECbe requir~d to offer a term discoUnt package 
to PBX' customers. 

o GTEC be required to offe~ toll discounts to PBX 
customers. 

3. AT&T and ORA protested the cost recovery methodologi 
employed in USOA Account 2423.10. 

4.DRA and ,AT&T- protested GTEC's u'se of a revised design 
utilization factor. 

5. ORA and AT&T protested GTEC's revised station to trunk' 
ratio. 

6. AT&T protested GTEC's AL 5757 due to numerous computational 
errors. 

7. DRA protested GTEC's monthly circuit termination cost 
calculation. 

8. AT&T's protests with regard to GTEC's offering'6f' 
discounted toll and CentraNet services should be denied 

,9. A'T&TiSprOtest with regard'to GTEC's computational errors 
is reasonable and should be granted. ' 
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10. AT&T's and ORA's protests with regard USOA Account 2423.10, 
and station to trunk ratios should be denied. 

11. ORA's protest with regard to GTEC's monthly circuit 
termination costs should be denied. 

12. ORA's and AT&T's protest with regard to the appropriate 
level of switch utilization is reasonable. 

13. We find GTEC's revised CentraNet price floor modified 
herein to be reasonable. 

14. GTEC's CentraNet discount tariff should be adopted as 
proposed. 

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT I 

1. GTE california Incorporated (GTEC) is authorized to file and 
make effective upOn Co~ission Advisory and Compiiance Division 
(CACD) approval a supplement to Advice Letter (AL) 5757 whlch 
meets the requirements set forth below. 

2. GTEC's supplemented AL 5757 shall reflect its Decision (D.) 
94~09~065 compliance filing design capacity utilization factor 
and shall -correct computational errors as required by CACD. 

3. GTEC's supplemented AL 5157 shall incorporate into its 
adopted CentraNet price flo~r its revised LOng Run Incremental 
Costs for Direot Inward Dialing, Line Hunt and Private Branch 
Exchange as reflected in Resolution '.r-15727 •.. 

GTEC's AL 5757 as supplemented and its accompanying tariff 
sheets shall be m~rked to show that they were authorized by 
Resolution T-15728. 

This Resolution is effective today. 

I hereby certify that this Resolution was adopted by the Public 
Utilities Commission at its regular meeting on April 05, 1995. 
The fcllowing Commissioners approved itt 

I abstain. 
/s/ HENRY M. OUQUg 

Commissionel' 

DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
President 

P. GREGORY CONl.GN 
JESSIE J. KNIGHT, Jr. 

Commissioners 


